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 The new television season is underway, though I’m not sure many people 

noticed.  One show looks pretty much like another – a reality show here, a gory 

crime drama there.  Gone are the stars that once held together a show based on the 

distinct characters they had created.  It didn’t matter whether it was a sketch or a 

situation comedy or a talk show – whenever Bob Hope or Lucille Ball or George 

Burns appeared on the screen, you knew what you were going to get.  Perhaps the 

classic comedy character was that created by Jack Benny.  Generous and musically 

talented in real life, Jack Benny always portrayed a tight-fisted, poor violinist 

scratching out his theme song, “Love in Bloom.”  So cheap was Benny’s character 

that rather than buying a new car, he kept cranking up an old Maxwell – some 

thirty years after the brand folded.  Indeed, his reputation as a miser was so 

cultivated that on radio, the sound effects for opening the famous Benny vault went 

on for a minute or more.  His classic routine had him casually walking down the 

sidewalk when he is surprised by a robber.  Holding a gun on Benny, the robber 

demands, “Your money or your life.”  Deadpan as always, Benny adopts his 

classic stance and remains silent.  Puzzled by his behavior, the robber grows more 

insistent, “Hey, bud, I said, your money or your life,” to which Benny quickly 

responds, “I’m thinking it over.”  It always brought down the house.  The routine 

worked, not so much because it was a clever line, but because it so perfectly 

illustrated the character that Benny had created – a character that everyone could 

recognize in others, perhaps, but also in themselves.  Comedy is funny when it 

makes us slightly uncomfortable. 

 

 At first blush, the image that Jesus uses in our gospel today – the image a 

camel passing through the eye of a needle – seems like one out of a comedy 

routine.  Who can imagine a camel passing through the eye of a needle? The older 

I get, the more my eyesight fades, I find it tough enough to get thread through a 

needle’s eye – but a camel – surely Jesus is exaggerating for comedic effect.  Yet 

the truth that makes good comedy is also the truth that makes us uncomfortable 

enough to think.  We find the image of a camel passing through a needle’s eye 

humorous, but uncomfortable in what it says about a person with wealth passing 

into heaven.  Oh, we can laugh at that now, we tell ourselves.  Even if we have 

been wealthy in the past, the ups and downs of the American economy have made 

wealth difficult to measure.  When we were growing up, my grandmother always 

seemed to have enough money for the birthday or Christmas present that we 

wanted – even when my parents told us that we couldn’t afford it.  So my younger 



brother once asked my parents if Grandmother was a millionaire.  No, they told 

him.  Not satisfied, he quickly asked, “Then is she a thousandaire?”  To a young 

person, wealth is a relative term – and maybe that is how we should think about it 

when we consider this gospel.   Note that Jesus doesn’t give us a specific amount 

of currency – denari or pounds or pesos or dollars – he doesn’t tell us at what level 

wealth begins.  For purposes of this gospel, it seems that wealth is less about 

amount and more about attitude.   

 

 A person who, by his own power, expects to squeeze into heaven will 

probably find it as uncomfortable as the camel Jesus speaks about.  After all, we do 

not enter heaven by right, or by privilege, or by birth.  If we enter heaven, it is 

solely by the grace and mercy of God.  You and I did not die on the cross and rise 

from the dead – our salvation comes from Christ alone.  We can ask for God’s 

grace, God’s mercy – but we cannot presume it.  Grace is God’s free gift – not our 

entitlement.  In order to receive it, we must approach God humbly, gratefully, with 

open hearts and open hands.  We must be ready to receive.  But too many of us 

approach God completely unready to receive.  Far from coming before the Father 

with open hearts and empty hands, we come loaded down – with earthly 

possessions – the wealth that Jesus speaks of in this gospel.  How can we receive 

grace when our hands are so filled with the stuff we have accumulated over the 

years?  If we expect to enter into heaven, we must be willing to let go.  That is why 

Jesus says that it is so difficult for one with wealth to enter into the kingdom of 

God – most are unwilling to leave anything behind.  Most are unwilling to let go. 

 

 But it can be difficult to enter into the kingdom of heaven even for those of 

us whom the world would not call wealthy.  Oh, we may be perfectly willing to let 

go of what little we have – Lord, we generously tell him, you can have all of my 

credit card bills and my leaky roof and my car that needs repair.  But are we 

willing to let go of our pride, our anger, our need for control?  Are we willing to let 

go of our resentments, our selfishness, our need to be right?  Our possessions may 

not keep us out of heaven, but the rest of the baggage we are holding on to may 

make it impossible for us to accept God’s grace.  Your money or your life.  Your 

self-righteousness or your life.  Your sense of control or your life.  How many of 

us are still thinking it over? 


